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ImmunoPrecise (IPA)
3Q22 Earnings out Next Week; PolyTope COVID-19 Trials to Begin
this Fall
► ImmunoPrecise Antibodies provided an update on its Polytope TATX -03
antibody cocktail therapy for COVID-19, including positive data regarding no
acute adverse events in IND-enabling studies and a continuing intent to
begin human clinical trials in the US by calendar 3Q22. The Company also
announced a release date of March 16 for their fiscal 3Q22 (January)
results. We are estimating that IPA will record revenues of CDN$5.0 million,
up 11% year-over-year, and a net loss of ($0.25) per share, as compared to
($0.08) one year ago. We maintain our Buy rating on IPA shares and $12.00
price target, or 15x estimated calendar year 2022E revenues.
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► The Company continues to have discussions with the FDA related to TATX-03 and,
as part of those discussions, the agency has asked for more detailed data regarding
the build-up of antibody serum concentrations in laboratory animal models, thus
extending the final toxicology study portion of the IND filing by about 90 days to
June 2022. The timelines for other key components of the clinical program,
including clinical batch production and the launch of the intended Phase 1 clinical
trial are not impacted and on schedule as planned for calendar 3Q of this year.
Although the COVID-19 pandemic is waning in severity, IPA believes its multiantibody therapeutic approach provides proven strong efficacy against all tested
SARS-CoV-2 variants-of-concern and will have utility in the future.
► IPA is set to report its 3Q22 financial results on Wednesday, March 16th before the
market opens. We are estimating that the Company will post a 11% increase in
revenues from its monoclonal antibody-based Clinical Research Organization and
drug discovery and development services, while increased R&D activities related to
its Talem Therapeutics internal R&D unit will widen the operating loss in 3Q22.
Even with the expected operating loss and cash burn of $2-$3 million (CDN) for the
quarter, the Company’s cash balances of over $38 million (CDN) at the start of the
quarter are expected to provide adequate resources to support revenue and
clinical pipeline growth. Key aspects to watch for the 3Q22 results include growth
in client accounts, clinical progress and partnership activity for Talem, and
completion of ongoing expansion efforts in Europe and North America.
► We are maintaining our Buy rating on IPA despite recent weakness in these shares,
as the Company continues its track record of strong revenue growth in the
burgeoning antibody market and steadily adds value to the expanding R&D pipeline
at its Talem Therapeutics subsidiary.
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Company Overview
ImmunoPrecise Antibodies (IPA) is an innovation-driven, technology platform company that
supports its pharmaceutical and biotechnology company partners in their quest to discover and
develop novel, therapeutic antibodies against all classes of disease targets. The Company aims to
transform the conventional, multi-vendor, product development model by bringing innovative and
high-throughput, data-driven technologies to its partners. These incorporate the advantages of
diverse antibody repertoires with the Company’s therapeutic antibody discovery suite of
technologies, to exploit antibodies of broad epitope coverage, multiple antibody formats, valency
and size, and to discover antibodies against multiple/rare epitopes.

Conclusion and Stock Valuation
IPA’s shares have fallen off recently after reaching all-time highs two years ago on news of the
Company’s launching its SARS-CoV-2 antibody cocktail therapeutic program and the start of trading
on the Nasdaq Stock Exchange, reflecting a steady increase in value leading up to that peak driven
by revenue growth and new partnership agreements. We believe that positive upcoming clinical
developments and growth in revenue will help these shares regain their upward momentum, and
thus we are maintaining our Buy rating on IPA shares and 12–18-month price target of $12.00. Our
price target is based on average price/revenue multiples of 18x and 15x for calendar 2021 and
2022, respectively, for our group of nine bioprocessing and CRO stocks, including Bio-Techne (TECH,
Buy), Ligand Pharma (LGND, Buy), ICON plc (ICLR, NC) and BioLife Solutions (BLFS, Hold). This target
represents potential share price appreciation from current levels of more than 100% for IPA.
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Figure 1: ImmunoPrecise Antibodies Income Statement

Source: The Benchmark Company, LLC
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Investment Risk
Investment risks that may prevent the stock from reaching our
price target include regulatory risks (i.e., FDA, other international
agencies and standard setting organizations), competition from
larger and smaller competitors, lack of profitability and liquidity
issues.

Valuation Methodology
Our price target of $12.00 reflects over 100% potential
appreciation from current levels, as the Company increases its
awareness with investors and these shares begin to approach
industry valuation norms. Our price target is based on 18x and
15x estimated revenues for calendar 2021E and calendar 2022E,
respectively, comparable to industry average multiples.

Price Charts
Benchmark’s disclosure price charts are updated within the first
fifteen days of each new calendar quarter per FINRA regulations.
Price charts for companies initiated upon in the current quarter,
and rating and target price changes occurring in the current
quarter, will not be displayed until the following quarter.
Additional information on recommended securities is available
on request.

This publication and any recommendation contained herein
speak only as of the date hereof and are subject to change
without notice. The Benchmark Company, LLC and its affiliated
companies and employees shall have no obligation to update or
amend any information herein.
This publication is being furnished to you for informational
purposes only and on the condition that it will not form a
primary basis for any investment decision. Each investor must
make its own determination of the appropriateness of an
investment in any securities referred to herein based on the
legal, tax and accounting considerations applicable to such
investor and its own investment strategy. By virtue of this
publication, none of The Benchmark Company, LLC or any of its
employees shall be responsible for any investment decision.
This report may discuss numerous securities, some of which may
not be qualified for sale in certain states and may therefore not
be offered to investors in such states.
The “Recent Price” stated on the cover page reflects the nearest
closing price prior to the date of publication.
For additional disclosure information regarding the companies in
this report, please contact The Benchmark Company, LLC, 150
East 58th Street, New York, NY 10155, 212-312-6770.
The Benchmark Company, LLC is not in any way affiliated with or
endorsed by the Menlo Park, California venture capital firm
Benchmark Capital.
This report may not be reproduced, distributed, or published
without the prior consent of The Benchmark Company, LLC.
Copyright © 2022. All rights reserved by The Benchmark
Company, LLC.

General Disclosures
This publication does not constitute an offer or solicitation of any
transaction in any securities referred to herein. Ratings that use
the “Speculative” risk qualifier are considered higher-risk. Any
recommendation contained herein may not be suitable for all
investors.
The Benchmark Company, LLC makes every effort to use reliable,
comprehensive information, but we make no representation that
it is accurate or complete. We have no obligation to tell you
when information in this report changes apart from when we
intend to discontinue research coverage of a subject company.
Although the information contained in the subject report has
been obtained from sources we believe to be reliable, its
accuracy and completeness cannot be guaranteed.
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